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Introduction

Introducción

Year after year I have collected experiments that judged useful to
empirically illustrate my courses of General Physics, Mechanics or
Thermodynamics. To my surprise, this repeated eagerness has been the
germ of a Recreative Physics subject for students, a book, a collection of
experiments, a Web page, a number of posters, etc., that collect a varied
catalogue of surprising experiments going from the pure physical facts to
everyday experience. I have tried that these experiments be both
suggestive and capable to quickly catch the student’s attention. But I also
have sought that they were reasonable both from the educative and
economic points of view. That is, they are designed for educating and
attracting the students, by means of their paradoxical and funny
ingredients.
Undoubtedly, the educative success would be evident if the students
fall in the temptation of successfully showing them to their families and
friends. This will have the additional merit of contributing to generational
re-education.
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Just do it!

THE CHOCOLATE THAT RAISES
AND FALLS
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
The principle of Archimedes and adhesion
of bubbles.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a glass of soda water and a not
very big chocolate piece.
Procedure: simply put the chocolate piece
into the glass with soda water.
EXPLANATION
The density of the chocolate is a little
larger than that of the soda water: for this
reason the chocolate sinks. On the other
hand, chocolate is hydrophobic, and the
bubbles stick to it. This causes an
ascending force, that pulls up the piece.
Once at the surface, bubbles are broken,
the chocolate sinks and the cycle starts
again.
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THE GRANDMOTHER’S CUPPING GLASS
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Condensation of water vapour.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a plate, a glass, water, matches
and a floating support for the matches.
Procedure: put some water, and the
matches on their floating support. The
matches are lighted and covered with the
glass. The water of the plate gets into the
glass.
EXPLANATION
As result of the combustion, carbon dioxide
and water vapour are produced. Suddenly,
the water vapour condenses, decreasing
the pressure inside de glass, and provoking
the suction of water.
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THE INVISIBLE ELEPHANT
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Condensation of water vapour.
Materials: One empty can, a container
with water, clamps and a Bunsen burner.
Procedure: put a few drops of water in
the can, and then warm it up in the burner
flame until the water boils. Quickly
immerse the can in the container with
water. You can see how the tin is
squeezed.
EXPLANATION
When introducing the hot can in the
container with water, the water vapour
cools down and condenses thus quickly
decreasing its volume quickly. The can is
compressed by the action of atmospheric
pressure before water can enter it.
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EL BOMBERO INVISIBLE
PRINCIPIO FÍSICO
Ausencia de oxígeno
EXPERIMENTO
Material
Bicarbonato, vinagre, una vela y una botella.
Procedimiento
Se echa una cucharada de bicarbonato en la
botella y se añade entre 50 y 100 cc de vinagre.
Se tapa la botella y se espera un momento.
Después se acerca la botella a la vela encendida
y se destapa. La vela se apaga.
EXPLICACIÓN
Como el dióxido de carbono producido por la
mezcla, es una vez y media más pesado que el
aire, poco a poco irá saliendo de la botella. A
medida que se va vertiendo sobre la llama, ésta
se apaga. Esto ocurre porque el CO2 desplaza al
oxígeno que rodea a la llama e impide la
combustión.

THE CANDLE’S GHOST
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Resonance.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Two candles, bamboo rods, a cork
and two glasses.
Procedure: one extreme of each rod is
inserted in the cork and the other in a
candle. Inserted the candles. The assembly
is placed on the glasses and the candles
lighted. It is observed that as the fused wax
starts to drop, the system begins oscillating.
EXPLANATION
Every time a drop of wax falls, the side from
which it does loses an amount of mass. The
system becomes unbalanced and leans
towards the candle that first loses mass. The
pair of candles enters resonance as more
and more wax is lost.
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THE TAMED FLAME
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Thermal Conductivity.
EXPERIMENT
Material: wire net and Bunsen burner.
Procedure: place the wire net over
the Bunsen burner, and light it. Move
the wire net away from the burner, and
observe that the flame seems to
disappear from the burner’s mouth and
re-appear on the net.
EXPLANATION
The wire conducts heat very well. For
that reason, the flame cannot cross it:
the
flame
gases
lower
their
temperature by the heat absorbed by
the wire. That is why the flame is
extinguished below the wire screen.
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THE HEMISPHERES OF MAGDEBURG
“Natura abhorret vacuum”
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Vacuum
EXPERIMENT
Material: Hemispheres of Magdeburg and
a hand-operated vacuum pump.
Procedure: Put together the hemispheres
and remove the air with the aid of the
pump. When you try to separate the
hemispheres pulling off the handles, you
will find this an almost impossible task.
EXPLANATION
When extracting the air of the interior of
the hemispheres (to produce vacuum) the
pressure inside decreases. The outer
atmospheric pressure is much larger. This
pressure
difference
maintains
both
hemispheres strongly stuck to each other.
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THE CARTESIAN DIVER
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Principle of Archimedes.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Transparent plastic bottle, a small
tube with an open end and water.
Procedure: fill up the bottle with tap water,
and fill the tube to less than one half.
Introduce the tube with its open mouth down.
It must be verified that the tube floats and
the bottle is closed. If the bottle is
compressed, the tube descends, and if it is
allowed to come back to equilibrium, it
ascends.
EXPLANATION
When compressing the bottle, the air
contained in the tube is compressed,
decreasing
its
volume.
According
to
Archimedes principle, the buoyant force will
decrease, and its is insufficient to keep it
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floating.

A HOLE IN YOUR HAND
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Independence of the vision in both eyes.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a sheet of paper
Procedure: Roll the paper to make it a
tube. Place it horizontally in front of your
eyes, while your other hand is kept vertical
at about half the length of the tube. It will
appear as if you had a hole in your hand
through which you can see.
EXPLANATION
The image that we perceived of any object
is the superposition of the two
independent images coming from each
eye. An eye only sees through the tube,
while the other perceives everything. The
result is that it seems as a hole in the
hand.
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THE PAPIROFLEXIC KISS
PHYSYCAL PRINCIPLE
Venturi effect.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Two pieces
of paper.
Procedure: Set the papers in vertical
position separated a few centimeters
and blow on them. The papers stick!
EXPLANATION
When blowing between the two sheets
of paper, the air increases its velocity in
the narrow gap. This causes a pressure
decrease and the (larger) atmospheric
pressure pushes the papers towards
each other.
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THE FLYING CYLINDER
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
The Magnus effect
EXPERIMENT
Material: light cardboard cylinder and a
string
Procedure: wind the string around the
cylinder and place it on top of a table. Pull
strongly off the extreme of the string. The
cylinder is thrown while rotating around its
axis. Observe how the cylinder ascends
before falling.
EXPLANATION
The displacement and the rotation of the
cylinder cause an increase of the air speed
on the top face, and a subsequent
decrease of pressure in that region
(Venturi effect). This is the origin of the
lifting force.
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THE SUSPENDED PESETA
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Surface tension.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a container with water, one
aluminium peseta (or other aluminium coin,
density 2730 kg/m3) and soap.
Procedure: When the water of the
container is in rest, put carefully the coin on
its surface. If soap is added to the water,
the peseta falls suddenly to the bottom!
EXPLANATION
The surface tension of water maintains the
peseta on the surface. When adding soap,
surface tension decreases, and the surface
film can no longer withstand the weight of
the coin, that finally sinks.
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THE SICK EGG
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Conservation of angular momentum.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a fresh egg and a boiled one.
Procedure: make both eggs rotate on a
smooth surface. Try to stop them with
your finger. After stopped, remove your
finger. Observe that the fresh egg start
rotating again, whereas the boiled one
does not.
EXPLANATION
The fresh egg continues its motion
because the fluid it contains (white and
yolk) did not in fact stop moving. Of
course, this does not happen to the
boiled egg, that behaves almost as a rigid
body.
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THE SMALL SOAP BOAT
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Surfactant spreading on the free surface of
water
EXPERIMENT
Material: a container with water, balsa
wood and soap.
Preparation: put a small piece of soap on
the stern of a small boat made of wood.
Procedure: launch the boat on clean
water. As the soap dissolves, the boat
slides.
EXPLANATION
When the soap in the stern of the boat
dissolves, the extension of their molecules
on the surface of the water pushes it.
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THE TORRICELLI EXPERIMENT
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Atmospheric Pressure
EXPERIMENT
Material: a cup, a card and water
Procedure: fill the glass with water, and
cover it with a rigid card. Turn it upside
down by means of a quick movement.
Amazingly, not only the card does not fall
but it maintains the water inside the glass!
EXPLANATION
The atmospheric pressure, according to
the Principle of Pascal, is exerted in all
directions. This is the reason why the
water does not fall of the glass. The card
withstands the pressure of the liquid inside
the glass because it is smaller than
atmospheric pressure acting upwards.
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VERDE QUE TE QUIERO VERDE
Federico García Lorca

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Postimage.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Paper and markers.
Procedure: Look at the figure with most
attention for 30 or 45 seconds.
Immediatey, look at a sheet of white
paper. You will see the figure with its
colour turned to the complementary or
opposed colour in the chromatic circle.
EXPLANATION
When the eye is subjected to light of a
certain colour during a long enough time,
the retina produces chemical substances
that cause a gradual decrease of the
sensitivity for that colour. As a result, when
the eye is under white light, we obtain the
image in a tone similar to the
complementary colour.
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THE ACROBAT RULER
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Center of gravity.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a ruler.
Procedure: keep the ruler on the forefingers of
both hands, that must be separated.
Progressively approach your hands to each
other. When they meet, the common point is the
center of gravity of the ruler.
EXPLANATION
Assume that you move the right hand towards
the center of gravity. It will support a larger
portion o the weight that your left hand. The
friction between the right finger and the ruler will
be larger. If you continue your motion, the left
finger will advance a longer distance, now being
closer to the center of gravity. This alternating
condition is repeated until the center of gravity is
reached.
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A PRIMITIVE BALOON
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Gas expansion.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Tea bag and matches.
Procedure: Empty the bag and form a
small cylinder by coiling it along one of its
ends. Light it from its upper part with a
match. When the flames are about to reach
the bottom of the paper roll, it is observed
the the ash tube rises.
EXPLANATION
Hot gas inside the bag ascends because of
its low density and pushes up the paper not
yet burning.
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THE UMBREAKABLE PAPER
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Materials resistance.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a potato, a piece of paper and a
knife
Procedure: try to cut the potato with the
knife wrapped in paper. The potato will be
cut, and the paper will not.
EXPLANATION
The paper fibers have a larger mechanical
strength than those of the potato, and will
withstand the knife pressure better.
Furthemore, there is no shear action of the
knife on the paper.
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¡LIGHTS OFF!
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Coanda effect
EXPERIMENT
Material: Bottle, candle and plastic straw.
Procedure: Place the lightes candle
behind the bottle, and blow through the
straw. Note how the candle flame is
extinguished.
EXPLANATION
Between the part of the air jet adjacent to
bottle and the bottle itself, a partial
vacuum is produced; for this reason the
stream of air is obliged to swagger the
bottle and extinguish the candle.
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FOUCAULT´S PENDULUM
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Motion in non-inertial reference frames
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials: A pendulum, a rotating platform with
TV camera, and TV monitor.

Methodology: Set the pendulum to oscillate while
the platform rotates. Compare your observation of
the pendulum’s oscillations with the TV image
captured by the rotating camera.
EXPLANATION

You are very approximately in an inertial frame of
reference and hence you observe a plane
oscillation; the TV camera is a manifestly noninertial observer, because of its rotational
(accelerated) motion. The trajectory seen on the
TV monitor can be extremely different to that
observed directly by you.

FOUCAULT´S GYROSCOPE
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Description of motion by non-inertial observers
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials: A gyroscope, a rotating platform
with a TV camera, and a TV monitor.
Methodology: Compare your observations (in
the approximatelly inercial reference frame of
the lab) of the position of the gyroscope axis
with therein the TV monitor.
EXPLANATION
You are an inertial observer: the axis of the
gyroscope showed not change, as it is not
subjected to any external torque. The TV
camera is rotating, and thus it is in a non-inertial
frame: The TV image of the gyroscope tip does
change with time.

MERCI
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La lata agitada
(two beer or not two beer)
PRINCIPIO FÍSICO
Momento de inercia.
EXPERIMENTO
Materiales
Un plano inclinado muy suave y dos latas de
cerveza o refresco

Realización
Por el plano inclinado deje caer las dos latas,
una de ellas previamente agitada y la otra no
EXPLICACIÓN

La lata que hemos agitado tiene mayor
momento de inercia porque el líquido de su
interior se ve arrastrado por efecto de la
adhesión de burbujas sobre las paredes de la la
lata que provoca un arrastre parcial del liquido
del interior de la lata, aumentando su momento
de inercia

...AND ICE WILL NOT MELT
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Liquid thermal expansion.
EXPERIMENT
Materials: a test tube, an ice cube, a
heavy small object, a burner and water.
Procedure: Pour some water and
introduce the ice cube in the test tube.
Finally add also the heavy object to keep
the ice submerged. Approach the flame of
the burner to the top of the tube. The
water starts boiling and, nevertheless, the
ice will not melt.
EXPLANATION
Hot water is less dense, hence it tends to
reach the upper volume of the tube, while
keeping cold water in the bottom. The cold
water will prevent ice from melting down.
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THE DISOBEDIENT BALL
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Air reflection.
EXPERIMENT
Material: An empty bottle and a small
ball of paper.
Procedure: Place the bottle horizontally
and introduce the ball of paper close to the
bottle mouth. Blow inside the bottle, and
observe that the ball is forced out (not
into) the bottle.
EXPLANATION
Although air is a compressible fluid, the
strength of our blowing does not suffice to
increase the amount of air in the bottle: As
air goes in, the same volume will roughly
come out. This outcoming air stream drags
the ball out of the bottle neck.
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THE THIEF SPIRAL
.

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Heat conduction.
EXPERIMENT
Material: a copper spiral and a candle.
Procedure: place the cooper spiral on top
of the lit candle. You will find that the
flame disappears. If you remove the spiral,
the flame shows up again.
EXPLANATION
Copper is a very good heat conductor. The
temperature of the flame decreases
because of the heat transmission to the
spiral. Note that the combustion

continues without flame until you
remove the copper piece.
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CAPRICIOUS COIN
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Air Reflection.
EXPERIMENT
Material: Glass, playing card or personal
card and a coin.
Procedure: Place the card on the glas,
without completely covering the glass
mouth. Put the coin on the card. Blow
strongly into the glass through the hole not
covered by the card. This will fly away and
the coin will fall into the glass.
EXPLANATION
The air coming out of the glas provokes
the movement of the card away of the
glass.
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MUSICAL PIPE
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
Sound standing waves
EXPERIMENT
Material: a flexible corrugated pipe.
Procedure: hand the pipe at one of its
extremes without covering it and make it
rotate.
EXPLANATION
Rotating the tube moves the air of its
interior. This motion gives rise to a
standing pressure wave in the pipe. The
perturbation arrives at our ears like a
musical sound. Its frequency depends on
the angular velocity and length of the pipe.
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